
Global Business and International Trade

Trade policy and its context

Trade policy tools



Outline of today‘s lecture

• Framework of trade policy

• Trade policy system and tools
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Framework of trade policy

• What is trade policy?

• Who formulates trade policy?

• What are its tools?
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Framework of trade policy

• Trade policy has both national and international context

– International context

• Multilateral Trading System (WTO)

• Other international agreements, rules and commitments

–National context

• Foreign policy (implemented by the Secretary of State)

• Economic policy (mainly fiscal policy)
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Trade policy as a system
• Mutually supportive system of policies, institutions and tools with 

the aim:
– To achieve benefits from comparative advantages
– To protect national producers (against unfair foreign competition, against 

any other competition)
– To protect consumers (against dangerous products)
– To promote export of national products and services
– To reflect non-trade aspects (rural development)

• Established by governments
• Functioning through governmental institutions
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Trade policy tools

• Tariffs

• Non-tariff barriers

• Subsidies
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What is a tariff?

• A tax imposed on imports or exports

• The oldest trade protection measure

– In early US history, when tax collection was difficult, tariff 
revenue was the most important government revenue 
source

– In many places today, such as Boston and Venice, you still 
find old customs buildings, showing off their past glory
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Tariff effects

• Revenue effect – a mechanism to raise government 
revenue

• Protective effect – foreign producers incur a cost not 
borne by domestic competitors

• Both effects usually operate at the same time

–Pure revenue effect – there is no domestic competition

–Pure protective effect – a prohibitive tariff
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Tariff forms
• Ad valorem tariff – tax is collected as a percentage of the value 

of the product

• Specific tariff – a fixed amount of money per unit of goods 
traded – regardless of the value of an individual unit

• Compound tariff – has both specific and ad valorem 
components (calculated per unit plus per value)
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Tariff rates
• Depend on the country of origin of the good (or final 

destination in case of export tariffs)

• General rates – based on the most favored nation clause 
(status)

• Special rates – lower than general rates, either for developing 
countries (reason?) or for countries with negotiated 
preferential trade agreements

• Other (Non-MFN tariffs) – substantially higher than general 
rates
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• We have to use some new tools of analysis

• We leave the concept of general equilibrium of an economy 
and will focus on the market for specific product

• We will use consumer and producer surplus at the beginning
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Economic analysis of tariffs
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• The previous graph depicts demand for cars

• The curve is the sum of individual demand curves for all the 
residents in the country

• It tells us the maximum amount that people would be willing to pay 
for a given quantity of cars

• 0PAQ is what consumers have to pay (for quantity Q and when the 
price is P)

• Then the difference between what they would be willing to pay and 
what they have to pay is known as consumer surplus
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Economic analysis of tariffs
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• The previous graph depicts supply of cars

• The curve tells us the minimum amount of money producers 
would accept to place a given quantity of cars on the market

• 0PAQ is what producers receive (for quantity Q and when the 
price is P) – price in excess of the minimum price required

• Then the difference between what the industry receives and 
that minimum amount is known as producer surplus
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• Consumer and producer surpluses (changes in them) can be 

used to illustrate gains from trade

• Only the import side will be illustrated (and the role of import 
tariffs)

• Let‘s put together demand for and supply of cars, before and 
after trade is allowed

• PA is the autarky price within the economy, PW is the world 
price (country is price taker); PW is lower than PA
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Economic analysis of tariffs
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• After trade is allowed, price goes down from PA to PW

• Domestic demand will rise from QA to Q2, domestic production 
will fall from QA to Q1, Q2 – Q1 being the imports

• Consumers are better off, their surplus rises by a, b and c

• Producers are worse off, their surplus falls by a

• The net effect of free trade is given by the increase in triangles 
b and c
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• Now let‘s introduce a tariff (we‘ll consider an imposition of a 

specific tariff on imports in the value of t)

• The price within the economy rises from PW to PW + t

• Production rises from Q1 to Q3, quantity demanded falls from 
Q2 to Q4
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Economic analysis of tariffs
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• Consumer surplus is reduced by a, b, c and d, while producer 

surplus is increased by a

• Local government is gaining c (imports times t) – if the revenue 
is then redistributed, it is not a loss for economy

• But economy as a whole loses b and d

• b and d represent the deadweight cost of the tariff (so called 
economic waste)
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• Area b is the production deadweight cost and represents the 

value of resources required to increase domestic output, in 
excess of what those increased units of production could be 
purchased for in the world market

• Units could be purchased internationally at a lower price
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Economic analysis of tariffs
• Area d is the consumer deadweight cost and represents the 

value of lost consumer satisfaction due to a shift in 
consumption to less-desired substitutes brought on by the 
higher price

• Consumers consume less of the product than desired (Q2

would be preferred) – lower level of satisfaction
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Nontariffs barriers
• Tariffs are not the only form of trade policy tools available to 

governments

• Lately the role of nontariff barriers is increasing (why?)

• That is why the concern focuses now mainly on NTBs
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Nontariffs barriers
• Quotas

– Limits imposed on the quantity or value of goods traded

– Since they limit the amount of foreign competition, they tend to have 
similar effects as tariffs – increase in domestic prices and decrease in 
imports

– TRQ (tariff rate quota) – policy that allows a certain quantity of a 
good into a country at low (or zero) tariff rate, but then applies 
higher tariff to quantities that exceed the quota – used for textiles 
and apparel products
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Nontariffs barriers

• Quotas

–Very effective tool that can be used very selectively (against 
imports of a specific good or from a specific country)

–Allocation of quotas

• First come first serve

• Based on licenses – potential for corruption; may be sold or given 
away
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Nontariffs barriers

• Quotas

–Compared with tariffs

• Quotas give potential domestic monopolies the opportunity to 
exercise the power over the remaining part of the domestic 
market

• When the demand rises, then imports rise (tariff) or price rises 
(quota – no new imports are allowed)

• Administrative difficulties (quotas)
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